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NEW QUESTION: 1
As shown in the figure below, which of the following locations

should the AH header be inserted in the IPsec transport mode?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which THREE of the following are costs that a business might
incur as a result of holding insufficient inventory of raw
materials?
A. Lost production
B. Additional storage costs
C. Loss of sales
D. Purchasing inventory at a higher price
E. Increased risk of obsolescence
Answer: A,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Money market funds attempt to ________.
I. provide current income and safety of principal
II. provide liquidity
III. hedge the investor's risk
IV. provide long-term capital gain
A. II only
B. I &amp; IV
C. I &amp; II
D. I &amp; III
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Money market funds attempt to provide current income with some
safety of principal and some liquidity by investing in a
diversified portfolio of short-term securities.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Refer to the exhibit.
Assume that NANP is being used and 9 is used for PSTN access
code Long distance national calls are preceded with 1.
How should the HQ Cisco Unified Communications Manager be
configured for calls to 3XXX to be sent to the gatekeeper at 1
0 1 6 1 with PSTN backups?
A. Configure a route pattern for 3XXX Assign this route pattern
to a route list that points to two route groups The first route

group contains the H 225 trunk The second route group contains
MGCP gateway with prefix digits 91 408554 for the called
number.
B. Configure a route pattern for 3XXX Assign this route pattern
to a route list that points to two route groups The first route
group contains the H 225 trunk The second route group contains
the MGCP gateway with prefix digits 1 408555 for the outgoing
called number.
C. Configure a route pattern for 1#3XXX Assign this route
pattern to a route list that points to a route group that lists
the H 225 trunk as first choice and the MGCP gateway as a
second choice.
D. Configure a route pattern for 4085543XXX. Assign this route
pattern to a route list that points to two route groups. The
first route group contains the H 226 trunk The second route
group contains MGCP gateway.
Answer: B
Explanation:
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/voice_ip_comm/cucm/admin/8_6_1/
ccmcfg/b03rtgrp.html#wpxref
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